[Multimodal imaging during lung and abdominal stereotactic ablative radiotherapy: from cine MRI through 3D/4D CBCT to intrafractional kV verification].
Our aim was to present our treatment and verification protocols of linear accelerator-based lung and abdominal stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR). During our treatments both the volumetric imaging (3D/4D CBCT/CT) and triggered kV intrafractional tumor motion control could be combined allowing a full control on the whole workflow. The most optimal kV directions from which the tumor is well detectable were defined. Tumor movements measured on cine MRI in treatment position correlated well with the ones on 4D CBCT, thus cine MRI is considered an excellent device to pre-select the appropriate image/treatment verification SABR protocol. In abdominal targets implanted markers and cine MRI are preferred due to limited image quality of CBCT with the current version. In selected lung SABR cases (≥8mm motion) the dose delivery of organs at risk (lungs - GTV, chest wall) could be reduced compared to free breathing conditions, however, the treatment time is at least two-folds higher.